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Programme 
 

Defining the Narratives for future model-based policy analyses of European Agriculture 

An interactive stakeholder workshop  

Date: Tuesday, 05 March 2018, 10:00 - 15:30 

Location: Representation of Lower Saxony to the European Union, Rue Montoyer 61, B-1000 Brussels 

 

The workshop presents narratives developed in SUPREMA regarding a baseline for agricultural 
modelling, a climate change policy narrative and an agricultural policy narratives. The narratives will 
be discussed, and will guide the project to identify relevant scenarios. The presentations will focus on 
(i) what is going to be delivered during SUPREMA (plans regarding model linkages and model 
improvements), (ii) what are the strengths and weaknesses in the modelling capacity, (iii) what 
remains promising on future modelling.  See also: https://www.suprema-project.eu/ 

 

Programme 

Chairperson of the workshop: Floor Brouwer (Wageningen Economic Research) 

 9:30 – 10:00: Welcome coffee and registration 

10:00 – 10:05: Welcome by the Representation of Lower Saxony to the European Union (tbc) 

10:05 – 10:10: Welcome by Monica Garcia-Puerto on behalf of the REA (Research Executive Agency) 

10:10 – 10:15: Welcome and introduction into the project SUPREMA; introducing the Workshop 
(Floor Brouwer, Wageningen Economic Research) 

10:15 – 10:30: Introducing participants 

10:30 – 11:00: Findings of the 1st Stakeholder Workshop ‘Needs’ (Petra Salamon, Thünen Institute)  

11:00 – 11:30: Baseline in SUPREMA (Jesus Barreiro-Hurle, Joint Research Centre). What is 
implemented from the workshop ‘Needs’ and remains relevant for future work? 

11:30: Feedback in two groups (to discuss the baseline in light of the Needs identified during 
the workshop in 2018) (Myrna van Leeuwen and Marie-Luise Rau, to lead the 
discussions in parallel and collect feedback) 

12:15: Lunch 

13.00: Narrative for climate change modelling in SUPREMA (Petr Havlik, IIASA), including 
feedback by two discussants: Frank van Tongeren (OECD) and Henk Westhoek (PBL 
Netherlands Environmental Assessment Agency); Q&A by participants 

13:45: Narrative for CAP modelling in SUPREMA (Roel Jongeneel, Wageningen Economic 
Research), including feedback by two discussants: Frank van Tongeren (OECD) and 
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Henk Westhoek (PBL Netherlands Environmental Assessment Agency); Q&A by 
participants 

14.30: Feedback in two groups (to discuss the two scenarios, identify priorities and make 
explicit some gaps that are worth to elaborate in SUPREMA) (Petra Havlik and Roel 
Jongeneel to the feedback groups; Myrna van Leeuwen and Marie-Luise Rau to 
collect feedback) 

15.15:  Short summary of the discussions from the two groups and follow-up in SUPREMA 

15.30:  Closure  


